A simple method for comparing enzymatic capecitabine activation in various mono- and combination chemotherapies.
Before being able to develop a pharmacodynamic effect, a number of drugs have to be activated by enzymes, which are known to be potentially influenced by manifold factors, leading to a possible alteration of their activity behaviour. Based on capecitabine, we report a simple and rapid method for the estimation and comparison of the so-called 'apparent enzyme activity' (R), not only intra- (different dose levels) but also inter-schedule, to contribute to therapeutic success. Dividing the area under the curve (AUC) of the product by the AUC of the precursor generates a factor which indicates the apparent activity of the enzyme involved in the biotransformation of a compound. Our own data as well as data from the literature was used to calculate those R levels revealing that the formation of 5'-DFUR - the immediate precursor of 5-fluorouracil - was not affected by concomitant medication within the dosing range investigated. Calculated hypothetical means of R for carboxylesterase (1.49 ± 0.66) and for cytidine deaminase (1.17 ± 0.65) were obtained. Additionally, it is important to note that the method described in this report is of general use and not limited to chemotherapeutic agents, as soon as enzymes are involved in drug activation.